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About This Content

Bunker down and turtle up - it’s time for war! This new DLC pack for Stardock’s massive RTS features new unique gameplay
scenarios and new maps to keep your skirmishes fresh. Prepare your defenses for any punches your enemies throw at you and

be ready to launch a devastating counterstrike to seal your victory in Turtle Wars.

Features:

 New Scenarios

 Implosion - Race against three enemies to be the first to crack the defenses of a crashed Post-Human and their
experimental Turinium Generator.

 Eruption - Cut off from your factories, you must command a single Hyperion Dreadnought and a scattering of
defensive structures to turn the tides of battle.

 Mountaintop - Exploit your resource-heavy advantage and create massive forces to climb the mountain to the
enemy entrenchment and wipe them out.

 Turtle Wars - Hold off the frigates swarming from indestructible factories and survive the siege. Reprogram
the factories to your advantage before the enemy crosses the mountain and finishes you off.

 New Maps
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 Crack the Shell - Hold the high ground and the Turinium against your enemies in this asymmetrical 3-player
map, best for 2v1 matches.

 Turtle Wars - Enjoy a longer duel with your enemy on this epic-scale 2-player map. The open landscape with
select chokepoints encourages huge armies and larger battles.

 Eruption - Choose your path wisely - one leads to the lone Turinium Generator, the other to resources in this
small 2-player map.

 Implosion - One valley with an abundance of resources stands at the center of this large, asymmetrical map fit
for a 4-player free for all with huge armies.
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Title: Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Turtle Wars DLC
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Stardock Entertainment, Oxide Games
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Ashes of the Singularity
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel / AMD Processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB GDDR5 NVidia GeForce 660 / AMD R7 360 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 27 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display Resolution or Higher

English,German,French,Italian
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A flawless gem, that emits smart puzzles with laser-sharp precision.

Lots of puzzles in varying difficulties and several new elements to discover along the way.
Easy to get into. Only downside is that the puzzles can be solved with mere trial and error. This is most noticeable with the easy
ones. Of course it's up to you to think ahead instead of just moving the blocks around. The flipside is that you can avoid
roadblocks, which is nice.

I've played 6 hours and guess that i finished ca. 3\/4 of the game.

Wholeheartily recommended, if you like puzzle-games once in a while.. To simply put it

(It's The Greatest Game You'll Ever Play)

What makes this news so great is, any computer with at least 2 gigabytes of ram can play it! And it's only $10.00 USD!

Why Haven't You Bought This Game Yet If You Haven't Already?????. Where is the rest of that story . I have paid for this and
now " waiting for episode 3 to 5 "
This is bad man come on get going !. Well, i can see why this game has a mixed review. The game in itself is a wonderful bump
from the second Sparkle, Neo i believe it is, with a better leveling system with a cool DNA sync system, making the gamer feel
more in control of the little spark it cares for with point distributions. The maps are what i would expect them to be, and the new
quest log and mini-quests in the maps are cool, giving a bit more to do in content.

Now for the fun part. The game seems, unbeatable. It might just be me, but i like to complete things, i desire to eat every little
element i see so my sparkle can become a big and strong destroyer of all things living in the void, which is bad it seems. My
little spark couldnt move around well in areas with spikes and forced currents, making the 3rd, YES, the 3rd map incompletable.
I cannot move to the 4th map until i collect 80 something elements in an impossible to navigate area, thus stopping all
progression. This is a terrible design choice, and i dont see why i should stress out over what should be a casual swimming and
eating adventure. Ive been stonewalled.

Learn from my mistake, or make a new file and do the bare minimum so progression is possible. With that said, i was about to
give this a massive thumbs up, but becasue ive stumbled upon a literally game breaking mechanic, ill toss my joy aside caused
by build-up of stress. Ill leave it open long enough to trigger the free cards, and after that, ill never open this particular title
again.

5/10, wont microbe again.. There's a good concept for a game here, but it doesn't really translate to the actual game. Some ships
can just out maneuver your ships and stay out of your firing range. Each battle is repetative and not very fun. I'm sure later on in
the game there is more variation, but the first 20 minutes or so of playing was really not enjoyable. If you're looking for a
successor to FTL or something similar, this isn't it. 4/10.. Best game if you are feeling like you need crazy items to kill someone.
10-10. Current length is right at about 30 min. The story doesn't exactly end but doesn't exactly leave off on a cliff hanger
either. I'm not sure if more episodes will be additional DLC or not. Either way it's neat to see how stories can be told in VR and
how the impact of what is going on is greatly enhanced because of the VR.
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Meh.

The dialogue gets a bit stale. This game plays like I'm reading a internet forum debate between between an internet conspiracist
and an arm chair nerd. Even worse, all the conversations have the tone like its coming from the same single person, talking to
himself. That's really all this game is. Imagine a forum argument about some fake hypothetical situation that takes place in some
cyberpunk dystopian kind of world and there you go.

Perhaps they need better English translations\/writers.... MIDI. Terrible.. Sequel of 1nsane. Insane 2 is also awesome offroad
racing game. This game has some more modes than 1nsane, but "Destruction zone" (one of my favourite) is the only missing.
Control is easier than that in 1nsane and you get can use boost (turbo). AI of opponents is unfortunately primitive. I like more
the hardcore difficulty level in 1nsane than this easy in Insane 2, but I like this game. The sad part is that I cannot find any
server to play online. So - if you wanna play online - message me :). Here for the trading cards, emoticons, and backgrounds...
Game is fun enough to play when your bored and want to play a calm game.. I clicked through this game while watching TV for
an easy 100%. 10\/10.. Great art, janky controls, unimaginitive puzzles, but it's the absolutely mangled writing and decimated
grammar contrasting with the earnest tone that makes this a must-play.
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